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Abstract—This paper analyzes the possibility of applying data
fusion combined with artificial neural networks (ANN) on a
dataset combining hard and soft data for prediction of one
of the most devastating crop diseases of winter wheat, i.e.,
Septoria Tritici (Zymoseptoria tritici). In advanced decision
support systems for crop protection choices, disease models form
a major component. They reproduce the biophysical processes
of disease development and temporal spread as a set of rules or
processes to predict disease risk value. However, the adaptation
of these rules or processes to incorporate the effects of climate
change is complex and requires extensive rework. To remedy
this issue, statistical machine learning techniques have been
introduced to model disease severity percentage for some diseases.
However, the use of artificial neural networks has been limited
(mainly to image data) and is unexplored for Septoria Tritici.
This paper explores the use of Feed Forward neural networks
on fused tabular data for the task of disease severity modelling.
First, ten years of trial data ranging from 2008 to 2018 across
Europe is used for the creation of the new tabular dataset
with a fusion of all important data sources baring impact
on disease development: Field-specific data, weather data, crop
growth stages, and disease severity observation made by human
trial operators (response variable). Next, two implementation
architectures of Feed Forward neural networks on tabular data
are employed: a) standard architecture with backpropagation,
drop out regularization, and batch normalization and b) advanced
architecture with improvements such as cyclic learning rate and
cosine annealing. The advanced architecture is able to better
model the data and make estimations of disease severity with
a difference of +-10% giving a better quantifiable estimate of
disease stress. For better outreach to farmers, a technique to
incorporate such modelling techniques into the well established
Decision Support Systems is also presented.

Index Terms—Digital Farming; Artificial Neural Networks;
Agronomic modelling; Crop disease models; Hard and Soft Data

I. INTRODUCTION

Agriculture faces a huge challenge of feeding a growing
population expected to rise to 9 billion by 2050. There is
a growing scarcity of important resources like land, water,
and biodiversity. This combined with the effects of climate
change leads to more frequent extreme weather events and an
increase in plant pests and diseases making the challenge more
daunting. Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) estimates
a significant reduction in potential agriculture output as a result
of climate change1.

1http://www.fao.org/news/story/en/item/36193/icode/

Fig. 1. Disease Triangle: Crop disease occurrence and severity is driven by
three factors of the disease triangle, the host plant, the pathogen, and the
environmental conditions. A fusion of data sources for these factors is used
for the prediction of crop diseases with ANN

To deal with these challenges, the agriculture community
has embraced technological advances and the data generated
from it under the banner of Precision Agriculture and Digital
Farming. With the strong focus on information fusion of
different data types coming from different sources, precision
agriculture has allowed the natural progression into Digital
Farming. Here the focus is not only on the access to data but
to the creation of valuable and actionable intelligence from this
data. This has been attempted by many crop simulation models
over the years aiming at different aspects of the production
cycle [?]. Pest and disease models, however, remains one of
the most challenging and problematic among them and more
so in current times of climate change.

In general, crop disease occurrence and severity are driven
by three factors of the disease triangle [?](Fig 1). The devel-
opment of a crop disease is a dynamic process between these
factors resulting in morphological and physiological changes
and Disease Models (DM) aims to capture these changes to
help farmers with disease management. Disease models or
early warning models are required to collect, combine and an-
alyze a wide array of correlative factors collected historically
and provide accurate and timely estimates of future trends
and important thresholds where actions must be taken by the



farmer to reduce the catastrophic effects of crop diseases.
Such a system must be able to simulate crop diseases and
send out warnings when diseases are expected to cross certain
thresholds. Disease models are therefore very crucial as early
warning systems for farmers to better manage diseases and
their accuracy is paramount.

Historically Decision Support Systems (DSS) have incorpo-
rated variants of such early warning modules helping farmers
make informed disease management decisions. Some of these
DSSs like PROCULTURE [?] and PROPLANT [?] are in use
for more than 20 years. The disease models in these systems
are generally process-based models which are very complex
systems that reproduce the biophysical processes of disease
development and spread over time as a set of functions or
rules. The effect of weather conditions has a very important
focus on these models. As climate change causes unexpected
weather scenarios it is obvious these models fail in capturing
these dynamics and lead to false alarms [?]. These models
output a calculated disease risk for each day based on factors
of the disease triangle and may be of limited use to farmers
looking for a quantitative prediction of disease severity value.
For the prediction of disease severity, they expect input from
the user with which further days are modeled. Therefore,
in recent years agriculture has shifted attention to empirical
methods that are derived from data mining techniques and are
much simpler to use at a field level.

A. Related work

With the boom of artificial intelligence, machine learning
and deep learning techniques have been explored for various
aspects of agriculture modelling including early warning sys-
tems. Data fusion is an important part of the process and has
been used to predict sales of agricultural products [?], yield
estimate [?] and also new data parameters that can help in
better estimation [?].

The use of Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and Deep
Learning in terms of crop diseases has also gained popularity
for disease recognition from RGB (Red, Green, Blue) or
Hyperspectral images [?], [?] of diseased plants. However,
there are sparingly few works that look at these methods
for disease modelling in an early warning system [?], [?],
[?]. ANN-based models can be an ideal choice here because
they are a data-driven self-adaptive method able to capture
unknown and complex relationships in the data space also in
cases where the data is noisy. As disease forecasting aims at
a prediction of future disease severity from examples of past
behavior of the disease progression, ANN must ideally work
very well in this scenario [?], [?].

B. Motivation

Disease management is a combination of both proactive
and reactive measures. Preventive measures are not always
effective and huge losses are continuously reported [?], [?].
Fungal diseases are notorious for such damage, causing about
15-20% of yield loss [?]. Therefore reactive measure such as

the use of pesticide becomes inevitable. Septoria Tritici (Zy-
moseptoria tritici) for example which is a fungal crop disease
in winter wheat is currently regarded as the primary threat to
wheat production in many countries, costing farmers in Europe
anywhere between 280–1200 million euros per annum towards
direct losses and control costs like application of fungicide and
insecticides [?]. Without proper planning, farmers generally
need to spray 2 or 3 times during the entire season which
usually costs them about 100 euros per hectare [?]. However,
to be able to purchase products and prepare for an application
good disease models that can predict in advance when Septoria
is likely to reach one of the top three leaves is needed. The top
three leaves are most critical in winter wheat because a disease
to these leaves has a high chance of escalating quickly to the
head which contains the wheat and thus affecting the yield.
Therefore with the use of good disease models, it is possible
to better time the application of pesticides so farmers don’t
spray more times than needed thus protecting yield, saving
costs and the environment too.

Despite Septoria Tritici being such a huge concern in wheat-
growing regions and the established effectiveness of ANN in
better-capturing relationships between numerous data sources
and parameters fused there exists no published work exploring
the efficiency of ANN in building a Septoria Tritici prediction
model to the best of the authors’ knowledge. This work bridges
this gap.

C. Contribution

This paper presents an ANN-based Septoria Tritici severity
prediction model. The ANN uses as input parameters crop-
specific field data and the corresponding growth stage and
disease severity values recorded in trials over 10 years from
2008 to 2018 across Europe. The analysis over a large dataset
with a longer time range is a novel characteristic of this work
because it is a challenge to have access to a large trial database
since trials are extremely expensive to conduct. However,
machine learning algorithms rely on such a long-range of
data to better generalize the data points and capture trends.
Furthermore, historical weather data for these trials are fused.
After detailed data cleaning and processing keeping in mind
the disease progression specifications, a feed-forward neural
network under two implementation settings is trained to learn
the relationship between disease severity and weather data.
Best practices and latest technological advancements from the
field of ANN research are incorporated in the implementations.
Mean absolute error(MAE) and Mean Square Error(MSE) are
used as the performance metrics. The best performing model
produces an MAE 0.10 and MSE of 0.2 on this task. Since
information on when the disease reaches one of the top three
leaves is crucial because this has a large impact on yield,
disease severity value can be mapped to leaf layer-specific
estimates too. This acts as an alternate technique to other
disease models that only output a categorical infection risk
estimate and from that estimate the probability of disease
reaching the top layers. Aspects of how this new method can



be used along with legacy DSS for identification of spray
timing recommendation is also presented.

II. DATASET

Machine learning is a great tool to use when modelling com-
plex systems to analyze correlations and causal relationships
between the different data parameters. This paper presents
the process of capturing the data from different data sources
such as field specific data, weather data, observation data, and
growth stage information, fusing these parameters and training
a machine learning algorithm (Figure 2).

Field specific data: This refers to the data collected with
the experimental trials. Field trials are a standard way in
agriculture to study the effect of seed varieties, susceptibilities,
the effect of fungicide and other specific farming activities [?].
Fields across Europe are chosen as part of an on-farm field
trial experiment to study the effects of crop diseases under
various settings(Fig 2 (a)). A small plot within a large winter
wheat field is marked off for trials(Fig 2 (b)). A strip trial
design technique is adopted on the plot. This design contains
multiple long strips side-by-side that each has different disease
management practices. Some strips are marked as untreated
trials(Fig 2 (c)). In this study, the data from such untreated
trials are used to study how the disease would progress
in case no actions are taken by the farmer. This is very
important to study the dynamics of the disease in absence
of intervention and hence device better management strategies
like identification of a suitable time window to spray pesticides
so as to control the exponential spread of disease. As part
of this process, the sowing(planting) date, crop type, location
details and other metadata of the trial is captured.

Observed Severity and Growth Stage: Different methods
of disease assessment exist in plant pathology to quantify
disease intensity. There are three measures to disease intensity,
(i) prevalence, (ii) incidence, and (iii) disease severity. In
this work, we use disease severity measure because it is a
human observable measure of the amount of disease per leaf
layer(other sampling units can also be used). It is given as
a function of diseased leaf area (l2), divided by the total leaf
area of a leaf or sampling unit(L2) multiplied by 100 to obtain
percentage disease severity [?].

l2

L2
× 100 (1)

A disease severity value is observed at the different de-
velopment stages of the crop throughout the growing period.
Different scales are available to quantify the phenological
development. BBCH scale is most commonly used in Europe
and used in this study(Fig 2 (f)). The scale ranges from 0-
100 where 0 is the planting stage and 99 is the harvest stage.
The abbreviation BBCH comes from a german phrase derived
by the participating stakeholders: ”Biologische Bundesanstalt,

3Image from University of Minnesota, crop production publication: https:
//extension.umn.edu/growing-small-grains/spring-wheat-growth-and-
development-guide#growth-timeline-and-process-796361

Bundessortenamt und CHemische Industrie”. Usually, a differ-
ence of two to three weeks is maintained between observations
and the severity value along with the corresponding BBCH
value is recorded(Fig 2 (h)). To assist the operator in this task
and ensure uniformity in the recordings, the use of mobile
apps4 have been incorporated in recent years. These are apps
that allow the trial operator to click an image such as Fig
2 (g) and the app uses computer vision and deep learning
techniques to recognize the disease and analyze leaf damage.
For this study, however, data from ten years of field trials
from Europe has been used which is a combination of both
soft and hard data with regard to observed disease severity.
A long time range of ten-year data from 2008 to 2018 is
used because machine learning techniques such as ANN have
been shown to work better and capture nonlinear relationships
between weather and crop-specific data leading to crop disease
appearance when presented with a bigger dataset [?]. A total
of about 5000 trials over ten years has been used in this study
with about 35k observations in total reporting the severity of
Septoria Tritici. The distribution of this data across Europe is
shown in Fig 3. As seen, a majority of the observation data
originates from France, Germany, United Kingdom, Poland,
and the Czech Republic.

Weather data: Weather data is the other important data col-
lected and the Iteris Historic daily weather API5 is used for the
collection of coordinate specific weather which is calculated
with grid based method that combines observational data from
e.g. weather station networks and simulated data from models
like ICON (Icosahedral Nonhydrostatic Model). The param-
eters requested are: air temperature(maximum, minimum and
average), precipitation(mm and duration), sunshine duration
in hours, wind speed(maximum, minimum and average), air
temperature at height of 5cm, relative humidity(maximum,
minimum and average), dew point and cloud coverage per-
centage.

A. Preprocessing
To prepare the data for machine learning the above-collected

data is combined. Many observations are made per observation
date. As a pre-processing step, the values from the same
day are averaged. Also, the data contains trials with missing
planting dates. The planting date is a crucial parameter for
analysis and therefore all trials with missing planting dates
are discarded. ANN used on time series data may use time-
aware models like Recurrent Neural Networks. However, feed
forward neural networks have shown promising results on time
series data with features generated based on the time element.
The following features are created from the planting date: Day
of the month (e.g. 30), Day of the year (e.g. 361), Week (e.g.
51), Month (e.g. 10), Year (e.g. 2016). The observation date
is transformed as a function of planting date as Days after
sowing.

Furthermore, some trials miss geo coordinate details. For
such trials, a location estimation is performed based on other

4https://www.xarvio.com/global/en/SCOUTING.html
5https://www.iteris.com/clearag/products/weather-data-analytics



Fig. 2. a) On farm field trial location b) Small plot within large winter wheat field marked off for trials. c) Zoomed in image showing strip trial design
on the plot with untreated strips marked with red dots.(Picture taken at time of harvest) d) Field specific meta data used. e) A master data database used to
obtain the crop variety specific disease susceptibility rating. f) BBCH scale for growth rate used to note the severity of disease at crop development stage3. g)
Sample image of Septoria Tritici disease severity at growth stage 59 on leaf layer 4 observed and recorded by a trial operator. h) Leaf layer specific observed
severity(differentiated by color) versus the growth stage combined and aggregated. i) List of important weather parameters requested for the specific geo
coordinate of the field using the weather service provider API.

Fig. 3. Septoria Tritici disease severity observation data distribution for 10 years across Europe

information available for the location such as city or town
information with the help of reverse geocoding.

B. Disease Progression Analysis

Observations made in trials aim to capture the temporal
disease development which is the amount of disease present

in a population of plants when assessed several times over
the growing season. Such assessments are made for disease
severity over different leaf layers. The winter wheat crop grows
in stages and each leaf emerges at a non-consistent number
of days after the previous one determined by the weather
conditions especially thermal time. A disease severity value on



each of these leaf layers has a different effect on the final yield.
Counted from the top, a severity value of 5 % for example on
leaf 6 is no problem but the same on leaf 4, for example,
growth stage BBCH 32 is a concern because the disease can
climb on to one of the yield relevant top three leaves with
weather conditions promoting disease spread and infections.
Therefore a weighted sum technique is used to sum the dif-
ferent leaf layer-specific disease severity values based on their
effect on the final yield. This results in a more understandable,
simplified and smoother curve of disease progression over
time. Based on the time-related disease observation values, a
simple temporal progress curve called disease progress curve
can be prepared which indicates the dynamics of disease
development with time. Simple growth models are used for
this task. There exist different growth models in the depiction
of crop diseases like logistic, monomolecular etc [?]. In this
paper, this technique is used to interpolate between the given
disease observation values. Based on a detailed analysis of the
values, a combination of different growth models was used
to interpolate disease observation values to convert discrete
observations to continuous values.

III. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The data as prepared in the previous steps is the form of
tabular data. ANN on tabular data is challenging to work with
because such a dataset contains mixed feature data types and is
a sparse dataset. Compared to other applications where ANN
has found popularity such as computer vision, the amount of
data is too small. In the absence of a state of the art architecture
for tabular data our research showed, a simple fully connected
neural network is sufficient for almost all tabular data analysis
tasks. In this work, a form of ANN called the feedforward
network with backpropagation training is used. Although a
detailed explanation of all concepts involved in this process is
out of scope for this work a short summary of the methods
with references for further details is presented here.

An ANN is able to perform nonlinear multiple regressions.
The goal of a feedforward network is to approximate a
function f such that,

y = f(x; θ) (2)

where f maps all input data and parameters θ to give a value
y of the disease severity which is a value between 0 to 100%.
Loss functions such as mean square error and mean absolute
error is used to find the difference between the actual and pre-
dicted severity value. The aim is to find the possible minimum
point for this difference. This method of finding the minimum
point of the function is called gradient descent. Backpropa-
gation technique is used to make repeated adjustments to the
parameters θ so as to minimize the difference between actual
output and desired output [?]. The input data is a combination
of categorical and continuous values. Continuous values can
be used as input data without further pre-processing but the
categorical values require pre-processing. A better way is to
represent values in a categorical column is in the form of an
N-dimensional vector, instead of a single integer. A vector

called embedding is used and is able to capture relationships
between different categorical values in a more appropriate
way. This process is called embedding. The input data is fed
into a two-layer feed forward neural network. The network
contains two layers of hidden neurons. The hidden layers
increase non-linearity and change the representation of the data
for better generalization. Since this is a complex tabular data
analysis task this layer contains 1,000 and 500 output neurons
respectively. The matrix multiplication is a linear function.
The non-linearity used is a rectified linear unit (ReLU). The
function returns 0 for any negative input, and any positive
value x is returned as such. It is given as,

f(x) = max(0, x) (3)

As we increase the generalization capability, we also in-
crease the risk of overfitting the data. To avoid this dropout
regularization is used [?]. Batch Normalisation(BN) is also
applied after the non-linearity to avoid overfitting [?]. It is
used to normalize the input layer by adjusting and scaling
the activations. The output layer receives input from the last
layer, 500 inputs in this example. A linear transformation is
performed to obtain one output, the predicted disease severity
value between 0-1 which is mapped to a value between 0-
100%. Figure 4 shows the entire architecture used in this work.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Experimental Results

The above architecture is implemented in two ways:
a)standard architecture with backpropagation, drop out reg-
ularization, and batch normalization and b)advanced architec-
ture with improvements. Pytorch6 and FastAI7 are used for
the two implementations. The standard implementation uses
the following hyperparameter setting: Epochs:100, Optimizer:
Stochastic Gradient Descent, Learning rate: 0.001, Batch size:
512, Dropout: 0.4.

As part of the second implementation, the following im-
provements over the generic are made:

• Cyclical learning rates - Learning rate is a crucial hyper-
parameter for training neural network models. However,
finding a good learning rate requires experimentation with
different settings. This implementation uses a cyclical
learning rate [?]. In this method, a trial run is first
conducted by starting with a small learning rate and
exponentially increasing it with each batch. Based on the
loss for each of these learning rates an optimum learning
rate is determined by finding the value where the learning
rate is highest and the loss is still descending(Figure 5).

• Cosine annealing - Finding a good learning rate with
the above method helps reduce the loss but there can be
further improvements by use of learning rate annealing.
Here the learning rate is varied as the training progresses.
The decrease in the form of half a cosine curve is
called cosine annealing. This prevents the algorithm from

6www.pytorch.org
7www.fast.ai



Fig. 4. Tabular data specific two layer feed forward neural network architecture for prediction of disease severity. Categorical and continuous variables separated
because unlike other datasets used with ANN, a tabular data contains mixed type inputs that need to be separately processed by creation of embedding with
categorical values. The embedding is fed into two layers of hidden neurons. Non linearity is introduced by ReLU and Batch Normalization(BN) is also used
to avoid overfitting.

not overshooting and settling as close to a minima as
possible [?].

• Stochastic Gradient Descent with restarts - The minima
found in the previous approach can, however, be a bad
local minima and to encourage the model to find a better
minima the learning rate is increased suddenly so the
gradient descent may hop out of a minima [?].

• Creating better embeddings - The FastAI library uses
PyTorch’s embedding functions and creates better em-
bedding matrixes from the categorical variables.

The performance of the two implementations are compared
with two metrics: Mean Absolute Error and Mean Square
Error. Mean Absolute error(MAE) is the average of absolute
difference between the actual values and the predictions where
all the individual differences are weighted equally.

It is given by the equation,

1

N

N∑
t=1

|Yi − Ŷi| (4)

Mean Square Error(MSE) is another common metric used in
regression tasks. MSE measures average squared differences
between the actual values and the predictions.

It is given by the equation,

1

N

N∑
t=1

(Yi − Ŷi)2 (5)

The performance of the two implementations with the
above-mentioned metrics is shown in Table I. As explained

Fig. 5. Learning rate estimation technique by plotting loss against learning
rate so as to find an optimum point where the learning rate is highest and the
loss is still descending

before, the predicted disease severity value is between 0-1
which is mapped to a value between 0-100 therefore, the
MAE value of 0.10 indicates a difference of 10% between
the actual and predicted severity. The loss curves of the two
implementations are shown in Figure 6



Fig. 6. Plots of the loss curve obtained from the standard 2 layer Feed Forward Neural Network and its advanced implementation which uses techniques like
cyclic learning rate, cosine annealing and stochastic gradient descent

Implementation MAE MSE
2 layer Feed Forward Neural Network 0.17 0.06
2 layer Feed Forward Neural Network with
improvements

0.10 0.02

TABLE I
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

B. Discussion

Decision Support systems used commercially that predict
crop disease use all or some of the same data sources and
parameters as this work and based on agronomic expert
knowledge create disease-specific rules that estimate the field-
specific infection risk for Septoria Tritici as being low, medium
or high on a daily basis. One day of high infection risk
is not a problem but having continuous high-risk days can
lead to disease appearance. Therefore when it is observed
that disease is constantly having high risk conditions then a
threshold is identified beyond which the diseases are expected
to start affecting the top leaves and in turn yield. Based on
this threshold a spray timing is recommended to the farmer by
the model [?]. However, such a model requires expert knowl-
edge and human intervention to adjust the rules and study
different situations to come up with rules for new weather
conditions(climate change), new diseases and new regions.
Also, different data layers and parameters need to be tested
for their effect on the diseases but observing the effect of new
parameters and data sources on these model is quite tedious
making improvements and maintenance difficult. Having said
that these models have the advantage of being explainable
and well studied and established models. Therefore a data-
driven approach merging both the components would be able
to overcome these challenges while still benefiting from the
stability and usability of the traditional models.

The main difference between the two approaches lies with
the prediction of infection risk vs infection severity. Infection
risk is not a parameter one can observe. However, disease
severity which is the amount of diseases that is visible on

a crop is the result of infection risk days. Therefore field
trials observe and record this to study the disease dynamics.
In traditional DSS therefore, user input is requested regarding
which leaf layer they currently see disease on, so that based on
that information the progress of disease severity over the next
days can be simulated with the help of infection risk parameter.
However, this dependency on the user to provide this input
is not reliant and scalable. Hence a data driven approach is
required to replace the need for user input. In this data driven
ANN approach, we use the same input data as before but
don’t have to write rules, the machine learning model trains
on the data to find the best fitting function to capture the data
variability. It uses a gradient descent technique to adapt the
model to the changing scenario. The created regression model
predicts a value of between 0-100 for disease severity. The
model is capable of coming up with a disease progression
curve and using this we can identify the threshold after which
the disease level is unacceptable and moving to the top three
critical leaves. This can then be used to find spray timing using
the DSS. Such a method is also easier to move to new diseases
and regions by using transfer learning technique. The addition
of new parameters is as easy as adding a new column to the
tabular data input to the model.

V. OUTLOOK

Although the current work has shown the effectiveness of
feed forward neural networks on time based tabular datasets,
the accuracy needs further improvement. Since the data is
time-dependent, the exploration and comparison against time
aware/sequence models such as Recurrent Neural Networks
and Long Short Term Memory(LSTM) would be the logical
next step. Furthermore, a comparison of the threshold value
obtained from these methods would allow testing the effec-
tiveness of the fungicide timing they render. The timing of
fungicide has an effect on yield and therefore the timing can



be tested against yield response to choose the best performing
model.

VI. CONCLUSION

This work has examined the suitability of information fusion
for the task of disease modelling using Artificial Neural
Networks. The use of a long time range dataset combined
with the fusion of all disease contributing parameters has
shown caliber for disease severity modelling by predicting
within an acceptable difference of +/- 10%. Based on the
comparison of standard model architecture with architectures
incorporating the latest advances in the field of ANN, the effect
of using such improvements to enhance prediction accuracy is
depicted. The effectiveness of such a method can be tested
in its entirety when included as part of a decision support
system and therefore the paper presents a strategy for the
fusion of newer modelling modules within legacy decision
support systems.


